Contribution of the six major gait determinants on the vertical center of mass trajectory and the vertical ground reaction force.
Saunders et al. (1953) stated that the introduction of six gait determinants (pelvic rotation, pelvic obliquity, stance knee flexion, foot and ankle mechanisms, and tibiofemoral angle) to a compass gait model (two rigid legs hinged at the hips) provides an accurate simulation of the actual trajectory of the whole body center of mass (CoM). Their respective actions could also explain the shape of the vertical ground reaction force (GRF) pattern. Saunders' approach is considered as a kinematic description of some features of gait and is subject to debate. The purpose of this study is to realize a rigorous mechanical evaluation of the gait determinants theory using an appropriated mathematical model in which specific experimental data of gait trials are introduced. We first simulate a compass-like CoM trajectory using the proposed 3D mathematical model. Then, factorizing the model to introduce successively the kinematic data related to each gait determinant, we assess their respective contribution to both the CoM trajectory and the pattern of vertical GRF at different gait speeds. The results show that the stance knee flexion significatively decreases the estimated position of the CoM during midstance. Stance knee extension and pelvic obliquity contribute to the appearance of the pattern of vertical GRF during stance. The stance ankle dorsiflexion significatively contributes to CoM vertical excursion and the ankle plantarflexion contributes to the vertical GRF during terminal stance. The largest contribution towards the minimization of the CoM vertical amplitude during the complete gait step appears when considering the foot mechanisms and the pelvic obliquity in the proposed model.